The concept of partitionable starters is introduced and it is shown how to construct: a balanced Howell rotation on mn players from a balanced Howell rotation on n players, a balanced Howell rotation on m players, and a partitionable starter on m players. Two results concerning the existence of partitionable starters are proved
INTRODUCTION
A balanced Howell rotation for n = 2k players, denoted by BHR(n), consists of a set of n players, (denoted by co, 0, l,..., n -2) and a set of n -1 boards (denoted by 0, l,..., n -2). For each board i the n players are divided into k ordered pairs (aij, b,),j = l,..., k, where aij and b, are said to oppose each other on board i, and a, (b,) and each of Uij,(b,,), j' #j, are said to compete with each other on board i. The partitions on the n -1 boards together must also satisfy the following two conditions:
(i) Each player opposes every other player exactly once. (ii) Each player competes with every other player exactly k -1 times. A BHR differs from a CBHR (complete balanced Howell rotation) by not having the requirement that a given board can be played by only two opposing players at any given round. In fact, dropping this requirement is equivalent to dropping the notion of "round" entirely. A CBHR(n) trivially exists for rr = 2. Suppose that n # 2. In [5] it was proved that a necessary condition for the existence of a CBHR(n)
is that it = 0 (mod 4). This condition was slightly improved in [l] by demonstrating that the existence of a CBHR(n) implies the existence of a Hadamard matrix of order n. These two conditions are also necessary for the existence of a BHR(n) since the notion of round is never involved in the proofs (in fact, neither is condition (i) for a BHR involved).
On the other hand, a CBHR(n) is of course also a BHR(n). Thus a BHR(n) exists for the following values of n for which a CBHR(n) has been constructed.
(i) n = 2.
(ii) IZ -1 E 3 (mod 4) and is a prime power [I].
(iii) (n/2) -1 E 3 (mod 4) and is a prime power [6] .
In addition a BHR(n) has been constructed [3] for (iv) II -1 =p@ + 2) where both p and p + 2 are prime powers but p + 2 is not a power of 3.
It was also shown in [4] that the existence of a BHR(n) implies the existence of a BHR(2n). In this paper we give a multiplication theorem for the construction of BHR(n).
A MULTIPLICATION

THEOREM
Sets lai}, {bi}, {ci}v***9 are called supplementary dl$f'erence sets (mod v) if the symmetric differences (mod v) generated within each set together yields each element in the set (1, 2,..., v -1) an equal number of times. If co is an element in one of the sets, we omit all differences involving co. A starter on the set S, = {co, 0, l,..., n -2) for n even is a partition of S, into n/2 parts which are supplementary difference sets (mod n -1). A balanced starter is a starter with ordered pairs (a,, b,), i = 1,2 ,..., n/2, such that the two sets (ai} and {bi} are also supplementary difference sets. It is well known (see [6] , e.g.) that a cyclic development of a balanced starter on S, yields a BHR(n). We now define a new type of starter. A partitionable starter is a starter whose n/2 pairs can be equally divided into two halves (thus n must be divisible by 4), called the first half and the second' half, such that the two sets (elements in first. half pairs) and (elements in second half pairs) are supplementary difference sets. A cyclic development of a partitionable starter generates a tournament with the following properties:
(i) Each board consists of a partition of S, into n/2 pairs. (ii) Each player opposes every other player one. Each board has a first-half second-half division inherited from the first board, i.e., a pair is in the first (second) half if it is cyclically developed from a first-half pair on the first board. On a given board two players are said to accompany each other if they are in the same half.
(iii) Each player accompanies every other player exactly n/2 -1 times.
We now give a multiplication theorem. THEOREM 1. Suppose that a BHR(m), a BHR(n), and a partitionable starter-for S, all exist. Then a BHR(mn) exists.
Proof.
Let M and N denote the BHR(m) and the BHR(n), respectively. Let P denote the tournament obtained from a cyclic development of the given partitionable starter. We shall construct a BHR(mn) by using Zt4, N, and P in the following ways:
Let Ni denote a copy of N except each player x in N is replaced by xi. Let Nij denote a copy of N except each player x in N is replaced by either xi or xj depending on whether x is the first or the second player in a pair, respectively. Finally, let NJ denote a copy of Ni, except with the ordering of each pair reversed. Define P' to be an (m -1) . (n -1) board tournament obtained from P by replacing each pair (i,j) in P by either N,jNji or N$N$ depending on whether (i,j) is in the first or second half, respectively. Thus each board k in P generates a set of n -1 boards P;, with mn/2 pairs in each, in P'. Let M' be an (m -1)-board tournament formed by replacing each pair (i,j) by the n pairs (coi, coj), (Oi, Oj) ,..., ((n -2),, (n -2)j). Finally let N' be the (n -I)-board tournament formed by juxtaposing Nca,,No,N,,...,N,,,-z, that is, N' = N,N,N, .a. N,,,-,. We now prove that the (mn -I)-board tournament L, which is the union of the boards in P', M', and N', is a BHR(mn).
By our construction each board in L is clearly a partition of the mn players (Coi, Oi, li,..., (n -2)i: i = OC), 0, l,..., m -2). We now verify that L satisfies conditions (ii) and (iii) of a BHR(mn).
(ii) By using the "BHR" property of M and N, it is straightforward to verify that for any two players xi and yi, if x = y and i #j, then the opposition occurs in M', and if x # y but i =j, the opposition occurs in N', and otherwise they oppose each other in P'.
(iii) By using the "partitionable" property of P, we obtain the following results which give the number of times two players xi and yj compete in Pi. By noting that i accompanies j (m/2) -1 times and does not accompany j (m/2) times in P, we see that in each case the total number of competition between xi and yj is (mn/2) -1.
THE EXISTENCE OF PARTITIONABLE
STARTERS
In this section we discuss the existence of partitionable starters. We quote a result of Bose. LEMMA 1 ([2] ). Suppose n -13 3 (mod 4) is a prime power. Let Q denote the set of quadratic residues and 0 the set of nonresidues plus the element "zero." Then both Q and 0 are dlflerence sets. Since elements in the first-half pairs are quadratic residues and the element co, while elements in the second-half pairs are quadratic nonresidues and the element zero, the "partitionable" property is assured by Lemma 1. We now prove that the above construction gives a starter. The symmetric differences of finite elements are *X2i(X2k+ * -l), The proof that this construction yields a partitionable starter is similar to the proof of (i).
